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Introduction 

Welcome to EFI PrintSmith. These release notes are designed to help you update your PrintSmith installation 

We’ve listed the new enhancements in this release as well as the corrections we’ve made since the previous 

release. Please see the contact information below if you need assistance or have any questions.  

Contact Information 

EFI Support 

Web Site: https://customer.efi.com/support 

US Phone: 1.855.EFI.4HLP 

UK and EU 

Phone: 
+44 (0) 1246.298.085 (x 2 then x 3 then x 2) 

South 

America 
+001-412-690-4321 (x 2 then x3 then x5) 

Asia Pacific +86 21 3357-6300 (x 2 then x 3 then x2) 

E-Mail: printsmith.support@efi.com 

US Service Desk hours: 7 A.M. to 5 P.M. Mountain Standard Time, Monday – Friday 

UK Service Desk hours: 8 A.M. to 5 P.M. Greenwich Mean Time, Monday – Friday 

EU Service Desk hours: 9 A.M to 6 P.M. Central European Time, Monday – Friday   

Note For problems involving infrastructure (i.e., computers, networks, operating systems, backup software, 

printers, third-party software, etc.), contact the appropriate vendor. EFI cannot support these types of 

issues. 

EFI Professional Services 

US Phone: 480.538.5867 

 E-Mail: printsmithtraining@efi.com 

EFI Professional Services can help you perform EFI software installations, upgrades, and updates. This group 

can also help you implement, customize, and optimize your EFI software plus offer a range of training options.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://customer.efi.com/support
mailto:printsmith.support@efi.com
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Issues Resolved in PrintSmith Vision 5.2 

• Spelling Mistake in Stock Definition 

Corrected spelling of Square Area in the Costing Units field when creating Large Format or 

Rigid stocks.  (Issue Reference: 29862) 

 

• Not Enough Stock Pop up 

Additional information added to the warning about Not Enough Stock on Hand for inventory 

stocks when creating new job. (Issue Reference: 27029) 

  
• Cannot create a new journal entry when an existing journal entry is open in history  

Resolved issue when user views any journal entry from History, they will not be able to create 

a new JE because the previously viewed journal entry is open and locked in the UI. (Issue 

Reference: 27455) 

  
• Error when doing Monthly Closeout 

Resolved issue when user is doing the Monthly Closeout where they are getting a “Null 

Pointer Exception” error message.  (Issue Reference: 29724) 

 

• Error when user tries to do a large format job with a newly added stock 

Resolved an issue where the user was getting a Null Pointer Exception error when creating a 

large format job with a newly added stock. (Issue Reference: 29861) 

 

• Inventory Stock - Order received is not updating the on hand 

Now when a user receives the full or partial amount in the Stock Order window manually or 

via a PO, the stock gets adjusted in the stock on Hand field in the inventory tab of the stock 

definition.  (Issue Reference: 28958) 

 

• Warning Message for Inventory 

Resolved an issue where the user was getting a Not Enough Stock on Hand error on an 

inventoried stock even though there was enough stock on hand in the inventory tab of the 

stock definition.  (Issue Reference: 24674) 

 

• In Pending Documents window columns are hard to adjust  

Issued is fixed where it was difficult to adjust the columns in the Pending Documents window.  

(Issue Reference: 21245) 

 

• CardConnect manual credit card issue 

User can now store the card number information under each contact. (Issue Reference: 

22393) 
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• Fast Track - Can't Delete Delivery Tickets - Save button disabled 

User can now delete a delivery ticket from Delivery ticket manager.  (Issue Reference: 22812) 

 

• Text labels on the new functions’ icons are missing  in the UK interface 

Resolved issue and text labels are now present. (Issue Reference: 29724) 

 

• Unable to change item’s name in Stock Group table in the table editor 

Resolved issue when user could not change item name in Stock Group in the table editor. 

(Issue Reference: 17194) 

 

• The sorting order in the pending list randomly changes the order when the window is open  

Pending list sorting will now be set at the user definition level. (Issue Reference: 15820) 

 

• System gives user a negative number in committed stock  

Now system does not show a negative number when a job is cancelled, and stock is returned 

to inventory. (Issue Reference: 26523) 

 

• Error message being returned from the PSV API that is showing up as error in pricing invoice 

Resolved issue and the user will no longer receive an error message when creating an invoice 

with given JSON.  (Issue Reference: 29974) 

 

• Large Format Costing in Metric Sizes 

Fixed an issue where the Machine Cost per Square Unit was not calculating correctly when                

using metric sizes.  (Issue Reference: 30281) 

 

• Warning message is wrong when User Definition is disabled 

When a user definition is disabled and then tries to log into PrintSmith, the warning message 

said, “License information not available, please contact administrator or click Ok to Activate 

License”.  Now it will say “User is disabled”.  (Issue Reference: 30259) 

 

• Markups cannot be saved when the separator is a comma instead of a period  

Fixed an issue where international customers could not save markups in Preferences because 

the comma is used instead of the period.  (Issue Reference: 30223) 

 

• Markup and Quantity Break changes in Preferences for Stocks would not update existing 

stock definitions 

Fixed an issue where changes to the default Quantity Breaks and Markups in Preferences 

would only affect new stock definitions and would not update existing definitions.  (Issue 

Reference: 30152) 
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• Issue saving changes to contact information on documents copied from an existing 

document 

Fixed an issue where changes to the contact information on a document copied from another 

existing document would not be saved.  (Issue Reference: 30151) 
 

• Having to restart server weekly to resolve an issue where the system would give an error 

message saying that it Can’t Find the User Id. 

An issue was fixed where after about a week the system would stop recognizing user ids and 

you would have to restart the server to resolve the problem.  (Issue Reference: 30126) 
 

• Large format press definition moves to B&W/Color if the Printer Type is disabled and 

cannot be moved back to large format 

An issue was fixed where if you were in a large format press definition and unchecked the 

Printer Type option, the definition would move over to the B&W/Color definitions and could 

not be moved back.  (Issue Reference: 30123) 
 

• Access to Production Dates in the Job Details window 

In order to have access to the Production Dates window in Job Details, the user had to have 

permission to access the Table Editor.  This has been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 30113) 

 

• Contacts disappearing when copying from a Classic invoice to a new invoice 

It was discovered that sometimes contacts would disappear when copying a Classic invoice to 

a new invoice in Vision.  This has been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 30098) 

 

• Employees unable to post invoices after updating to 5.1 

There was one security item called Post POS Charges that controlled the posting of the POS 

charges and posting invoices.  It has now been updated as follows. 

There are 2 menus in security called AR and POS. 

AR>Post POS Charges can post the POS Charges 

POS>Post POS Charges will allow users to post any charges to an account in the Cash Register 

(Issue Reference: 30030) 
 

• Error in Pricing issue with the API 

In the API, there was a problem with Tax Table Elements not loading while loading the job 

template.  This has been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 29974) 
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• Creating a new job using the Create New Job option on an invoice after creating a job from 

History or a Template will cause the ability to go to a second screen of pricing methods 

unavailable 

If you create a job on an invoice using the option to go from History or a Template and then 

try and create another job on the same invoice using the Create New Job option, you lost the 

ability to go to a second page of Pricing Method options.  This has been fixed.  (Issue 

Reference: 29850) 

 

• Users getting a Java error when entering in a special order stock and saving it in a new job  

When users were creating a new job and then adding a special order stock, they would get a 

Java error when saving the job.  This has been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 29784) 

 

• User loses the ability to log into PrintSmith  

Customers were running into an issue where their user log in would stop working and they 

would get an error message saying the system was unable to locate that user id.  This has 

been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 29758) 

 

• Receipt printer does not always print receipts from cash register transactions  

Under certain circumstances the receipt printer would not print from the cash register when 

department sales were made.  This has been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 29670) 

 

• Error message when trying to print a stock order report 

Users were getting a Java error when trying to print out the stock order report.  This has been 

fixed.  (Issue Reference: 29572) 
 

• Auto Monthly Closeout not working 

The automatic monthly closeout functionality was not working.  This has been fixed.  (Issue 

Reference: 29527) 
 

• Custom Report Manager reports using the date field would not run  

When a report is created through iNet Designer that uses a Parameter Field with a Value Type 

set to Date, the report no longer runs through Report Manager in PrintSmith, but errors out 

with "HTTP Error 400". This error happens regardless of browser, user or operating system.  

This has been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 29513) 

• Users getting logged out prematurely 

Users reported that they were getting logged out earlier than they should be causing them to 

lose work.  Development has investigated this issue and believe they have it resolved.  (Issue 

Reference: 29427) 
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• Getting error message when doing global stock price increase 

Trying to perform a global stock update for a set of stocks in bulk in PSV users were getting 

the following error: Not able to update Stock definition Prices In Bulk.  This has been fixed.  

(Issue Reference: 29361) 

• Stock inventory not getting updated when changed in the Tracker Stop Step 

When the amount of stock consumed in a job is updated in the Tracker Stop Step, the actual 

inventory is not getting updated to reflect the change.  This has been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 

29350) 

• Account locked when setting multiple shell items for client 

There was an issue when an account would become locked when multiple shell items are 

attached.  This has been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 29298) 

• Crouser certification needs to be imported back into Java Keystore with every PrintSmith 

update 

With every update to PrintSmith the Crouser certification would need to be re-imported into 

the Java Keystore in order to be able to use the module.  This has been fixed.  (Issue 

Reference: 29254) 

• Digital Asset file link won’t download from MDSF 

There was an issue where the digital asset file link would not download to PrintSmith.  It was 

determined that both MDSF and PrintSmith needed to be https in order for the feature to 

function.  (Issue Reference: 29236) 

• Cannot reposition multi-quantity line items in estimate summary window 

Development has stipulated that this is by design and is not allowed.  (Issue Reference: 

29194) 

• Contacts on accounts not listed alphabetically  

Customers requested that the contacts on accounts be listed alphabetically.  This has been 

changed.  (Issue Reference: 29140) 

• Issue where accounts would be duplicated when doing an import instead of updating 

existing account 

Verifications have been enhanced so that the system will be less likely to duplicate accounts 
rather than updating existing ones.  (Issue Reference: 29056) 
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• Error message when attaching digital asset due to string translated to Dutch  

Dutch customers getting error message when attaching a digital asset to a job due to the fact 

that the image source was translated to Dutch.  This is now no longer translated to Dutch so 

digital assets can be attached to jobs.  (Issue Reference: 29034) 

• When receiving an inventory stock item, the on hand in the stock definition is not getting 

updated 

When placing orders using the stock order report for inventoried items and then receiving 

those items, the stock on hand in the inventoried stock was not getting updated.  This has 

been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 28958) 

• Not enough stock warning message coming up on estimates 
The warning message letting the user know that there is not enough stock in inventory to 

fulfill the order is coming up when creating an estimate as well as  an invoice.  This has been 

fixed.  (Issue Reference: 27029) 

• Changes to the Job Titles table in Fast Track unable to be edited  
Users are unable to save changes made to the Job Titles table in Fast Track.  This has been 

fixed.  (Issue Reference: 26869) 

• Stock inventory history cannot be sorted by date 
The stock order history is not by default sorted by date.  The sorting of columns by clicking on 

the header was not working.  This has been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 26812) 

• Stock Order Error message: Not able to fetch the get OrderStockList and GenericJDBCException 
Customers were getting an error message when trying to click on the stock order tab that the 

system was unable to fetch the list.  This has been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 26720) 

• GSM field missing from stock definitions in Fast Track when not using metric 
Since the GSM weight field is required for MDSF, it is required even when using Imperial 
weights.  This was left out in Fast Track.  It has been added back.  (Issue Reference:  26467) 

• Contact info cannot be added to Walk In documents saved without having one added at 

creation 

If a document was created using the Walk In account and saved without adding a contact, you 

could not add contact information at a later date.  The information would be lost when 

resaving the document.  (Issue Reference: 25591) 

• Error message when opening up stock picker on job created by another user 

User would get an error message that said “Required String parameter ‘stock Type’ is not 

present” when trying to change a stock on a job created by another user.  This has been fixed.  

(Issue Reference: 25155)  
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• Job Description field only shows 2 lines of copy even though you can enter additional lines  

Job Description field has been extended to show 5 or 6 lines of copy depending on pricing 

method selected.  (Issue Reference: 23764) 

• Email template used in Post Payments is Invoice no matter what is selected 

When posting a transaction in the Post Payment window and sending an email notification, 

the email template used is always the invoice template no matter what option is selected.  

This has been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 23510) 

• Estimates created for customers that go Frozen can still be converted to invoices  

If an estimate was created for an active account and then the account goes Frozen the 

program would allow the estimate to be converted to an invoice.  This has been fixed.           

(Issue Reference: 22530) 

• Added the ability to store credit card information for CardConnect users  

The ability to store credit card information in the contacts window was added for 

CardConnect users.  The system only stores a token associated to the credit card information 

as the actual card numbers are stored by CardConnect.  (Issue Reference: 22393) 

• Ability to change the contact in a document in any window 

The ability to change a contact in any window of a document was added.  Currently the 

contact could only be changed in the Account Information window.  (Issue Reference: 21197) 

• Only 1 Account Code from MDSF would show up in PrintSmith  

Multiple Account Codes can be entered into MDSF.  When the order comes down to 

PrintSmith however, only 1 of the Account Codes would show up in the Expense Code field.   

This has been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 21104) 

• Issue where Digital Assets coming from Market Direct Storefront could not be previewed in 

PrintSmith 

Digital Assets coming down with orders from MDSF had a # character added to the string 

keeping the pdf from being previewed.  This has been removed.  (Issue Reference: 30394) 

• Job Ticket Notes added to jobs disappearing on their own 

Customers were reporting that occasionally job ticket notes would disappear from a job 

without the user removing them.  It was determined that changing the stock in a job could 

cause job ticket notes to disappear.  This has been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 29740) 
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• Saving Estimates would get almost completed and then stop for an extended period of time 

before finishing the process 

Customers were reporting that sometimes when saving estimates, the blue bar at the top of 

the screen would get almost to the end and then stop for an unreasonable amount of time 

before completing.  It was determined this was caused by PrintSmith retrieving the printer 

list.  The call to retrieve the printer list has been modified and has solved the problem.        

(Issue Reference: 30335) 

• Invoice with special character in title could not be processed using credit card integration 

If the user created an invoice which included a special character in the invoice title such as #, 

they would not be able process the payment of that invoice using the integrated credit card 

processing.  This has been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 28388) 

• Charge Commands set to not show in jobs still showed up 

Even though users had the ability to set Charge Commands to not show in jobs, they would 

still show up when using the Browse option in a job.  This has been fixed.  (Issue Reference: 

23809) 

• Changes to the default markup in Preferences for Stock Definitions would not update 

existing stocks already in the system 

If a user made a change in Preferences to the default stock markup, it would not apply to 

existing stock definitions, only to new stocks created.  This is fixed.  (Issue Reference: 30158) 

• Added the ability to reorder the charge Category Titles 

In Fast Track you did not have the ability to drag the Category Titles into the order you 

wanted.  This was available in Flash and has now been added to Fast Track.                                    

(Issue Reference: 21126) 

• Incorrect error message when posting a transaction in the cash register 

When a user would post a transaction created in the cash register and had not selected a 

payment method, they would get an error that said “This transaction doesn’t balance!  You 

can’t have negative change”.  This has been changed to say, “Select at least one of the 

payment methods”.  (Issue Reference: 28512) 

• No ability to send an email receipt from the cash register if a customer is not selected  

If a transaction was run through the cash register without a customer selected, there was not 

a way to email the receipt.  This has been changed so that if the email option is selected, the 

email window will come up to allow the user to enter in an email address even if no customer 

has been selected.  (Issue Reference: 17087) 
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N New feature in PrintSmith Vision 5.2 

 

Overview of Password Policies 

Effectively managing user passwords can help you reduce the risk of security breaches that compromise the 

integrity of your user accounts. You can set parameters for your password policy to enforce the use of “str ong” 

passwords that decrease the risk of security breaches by safeguarding user account access and information.  

Set a password policy 

1         Go to Configuration > Preferences > Settings > Password Policy. 

 

●        Maximum Password Age: Type the length of time in days that the password will remain 

valid. When this point is reached, the password will expire. 

●        User Notice Period: Type how many days after the password is set (or changed) that the user 

should be prompted (on logging in) to change the password. 

●        Password History: Specify the number of prior passwords to keep on record in the system. 

●        Number of failed login attempts allowed: Specify how many invalid login attempts users will be 

allowed before the account is locked. 

●        Minimum Password Length: Type the minimum number of characters the password can contain. 

●        Uppercase: Specify the policy for uppercase letters: If you specify a non -zero value (i.e., 1, 2, 

etc.), the password must contain at least that many uppercase characters. 

●        Lowercase: Specify the policy for lowercase letters:  If you specify a non-zero value (i.e., 1, 2, 

etc.), the password must contain at least that many lowercase letters. 
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●        Numeric Characters: Specify the policy for numeric characters: If you specify a non-zero 

value (i.e., 1, 2, etc.), the password must contain at least that many numeric characters. 

●         Special Characters: Specify the policy for special characters (e.g., -,@,!,%, ,*) : If you specify 

a non-zero value (i.e., 1, 2, etc.), the password must contain at least that many special  characters. 

●        User ID Allowed to be part of password: Check this box if the username (ID) can be included in 

the password. 

●        Name Allowed to be part of password: Check this box if the user’s first and/or last name can be 

included in the password. 

●        User ID not Allowed to be part of password: Check this box if the username (ID) cannot be 

included in the password. 

●        Name not Allowed to be part of password: Check this box if the user’s first and/or last name 

cannot be included in the password. 

 

2         Click Save.  

 

Save would save the policy and any new users created would get applied with the new password 

policy.  

If you want to apply the new password policy to all the existing users, click on the “Apply 

Password Policy To All Users” button and the new password policy would apply to all users.  On 

their next login it would ask them to change the password. 
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Installation Requirements 

The computer where PrintSmith Vision and its database are installed is known as the server.  PrintSmith Vision 

is then accessed by users through a browser on Windows® or Macintosh® computers. These computers are 

also known as clients.  

This section describes the technical requirements you must meet for the PrintSmith Vision server (see below) 

and for the client computers. In addition, to run PrintSmith Vision, you must meet some miscellaneous 

requirements such as browser version and monitor size and resolution.  

Starting with PrintSmith Vision 3.0, mobile views of parts of the PrintSmith system are available from 

smartphones and tablets.  

Important  Below are the system requirements for running PrintSmith Vision based on what was certified by EFI. 

If your environment is not listed below, then it has not been certified, and EFI cannot guarantee or 

support the results. 

PrintSmith Vision Server Requirements 

You can install PrintSmith Vision on a Windows or Macintosh computer if it meets the requirements listed below.  

Note Although you can run PrintSmith Vision on a shared server, EFI strongly recommends a dedicated 

server.  Not only does performance degrade when several applications run on the server, but issues 

resulting from conflicting applications can be very difficult to diagnose. This type of diagnosis is 

therefore not supported by EFI.  

 PrintSmith Vision can also run on a virtual machine (VM). While EFI supports PrintSmith Vision running 

in a virtual environment, EFI is not responsible for your virtual environment, its setup, or any conflicts 

that may arise with PrintSmith licensing .  EFI will not investigate issues with PrintSmith Vision caused 

by running on a virtual machine. When issues are confirmed to be unrelated to the virtual environment, 

EFI will support PrintSmith Vision in a way that is consistent with the support provided when PrintSmith 

Vision is running in a non-virtual environment.  

Operating Systems 

 Windows 64-bit 

Operating system Windows Server 2019 

Windows OS Windows Server 2016 

Windows 10 

Processor Intel Quad Core i7 2.3 GHz 

Memory 16 GB (more memory will improve performance) 

Hard Drive 50 GB free space 

 

 Macintosh 

Operating system 10.13.6 High Sierra, 10.14.6 Mojave      

Processor Intel Quad Core i7 2.3 GHz 
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Memory 16 GB (more memory will improve performance) 

Hard Drive 50 GB free space 

Windows 10: Existing PrintSmith Vision Installations 

Windows 10 is supported for both the PrintSmith Vision server computer and client computers.  If you want to 

upgrade your server to Windows 10, be sure to follow the instructions below for existing PrintSmith Vision 

installations.  

Warning  During an upgrade to Windows 10, PrintSmith Vision is currently removed so you will lose your 

PrintSmith system unless you follow the steps below. 

To back up, deactivate and uninstall existing PrintSmith Vision 

1. Back up your entire PrintSmith Vision system using the Backup Manager preferences as described in 

the “Backup Manager preferences” section of the PrintSmith Vision - Setup and User Guide. 

Note Store the backup on an external device or in the cloud to make sure your backed-up data stays 

safe during the upgrade. 

2. You must deactivate your current PrintSmith Vision license. Log into your PrintSmith system. 

3. Select click on Expand left panel. (Note: this action can be done from the local system where PSV is 

installed) 

  

 

4. In the Manage PrintSmith Options window, click Deactivate All. Once the deactivation process 

completes, click Finish. 

5. Uninstall PrintSmith Vision. 

6. Upgrade your operating system to Windows 10.  

7.  After the operating system is upgraded, install PrintSmith Vision and activate your license. (For 

installation instructions, see the PrintSmith Vision - Installation and Upgrade Guide.)  

8.  Restore your database, custom documents/reports, and digital assets (content files) as described in the 

“Restoring the entire PrintSmith Vision system” section of the PrintSmith Vision - Setup and User Guide. 
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Windows 10: New PrintSmith Vision Installations 

If you are new to PrintSmith Vision, just install it on your Windows 10 computer as described in the PrintSmith 

Vision - Installation and Upgrade Guide. 

Existing Server Upgrading to Windows Server 2016 

Follow these instructions if you are upgrading a current PrintSmith Vision server to Windows Server 2016. 

To back up, deactivate and uninstall existing PrintSmith Vision 

1. Back up your entire PrintSmith Vision system using the Backup Manager preferences as described in 

the “Backup Manager preferences” section of the PrintSmith Vision - Setup and User Guide. 

Note Store the backup on an external device or in the cloud to make sure your backed -up data stays 

safe during the upgrade 

2. You must deactivate your current PrintSmith Vision license. Log into your PrintSmith system. 

3. Select click on Expand left panel. (Note: this action can be done from the local system where PSV is 

installed) 

4. In the Manage PrintSmith Options window, click Deactivate All. 

 Once the deactivation process completes, click Finish. 

5. Uninstall PrintSmith Vision. 

6. Upgrade your operating system to Windows Server 2016.  

7.  After the operating system is upgraded, install PrintSmith Vision and activate your license. (For 

installation instructions, see the PrintSmith Vision - Installation and Upgrade Guide.)  

8.  Restore your database, custom documents/reports, and digital assets (content files) as described in the 

“Restoring the entire PrintSmith Vision system” section of the PrintSmith Vision - Setup and User Guide. 

OS X and New PrintSmith Vision Installations 

OS X 10.13 (High Sierra) and existing PrintSmith Vision installations 

OS X 10.13 is supported for both the PrintSmith  Vision server computer and client computers. If you want to 

upgrade your server to OS X 10.13, be sure to follow the instructions below for existing PrintSmith Vision 

installations.  

Warning During an upgrade to OS X 10.13, Apple currently removes a criti cal part of the PrintSmith Vision 

system. Follow the steps below to avoid having a non -functioning PrintSmith system. 

To back up, deactivate and uninstall existing PrintSmith Vision 

1. Back up your entire PrintSmith Vision system using the Backup Manager p references as described in 

the “Backup Manager preferences” section of the PrintSmith Vision - Setup and User Guide. 

Note Store the backup on an external device or in the cloud to make sure your backed -up data stays 

safe during the upgrade 

2. You must deactivate your current PrintSmith Vision license. Log into your PrintSmith system. 

3. Select click on Expand left panel. (Note: this action can be done from the local system where PSV is 

installed) 
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4. In the Manage PrintSmith Options window, click Deactivate All. 

 Once the deactivation process completes, click Finish. 

5. Uninstall PrintSmith Vision. 

6. Upgrade your operating system to 10.13.  

7. After the operating system is upgraded, install Java. (Java is required for PrintSmith Vision installation.)  

8.  After the operating system is upgraded, install PrintSmith Vision and activate your license. (For 

installation instructions, see the PrintSmith Vision - Installation and Upgrade Guide.)  

9.  Restore your database, custom documents/reports, and digital assets (content files) as described in the 

“Restoring the entire PrintSmith Vision system” section of the PrintSmith Vision - Setup and User Guide. 

OS 10.14 (Mojave) and Existing PrintSmith Vision Installations 

OS 10.14 is supported for both the PrintSmith Vision server computer and client computers. If you want to 

upgrade your server to OS 10.14, be sure to follow the instructions below for existing PrintSmith Vision 

installations. 

Warning During an upgrade to OS X 10.14 (Mohave), Apple currently removes a critical part of the PrintSmith 

Vision system. Follow the steps below to avoid having a non -functioning PrintSmith system. 

To back up, deactivate and uninstall existing PrintSmith Vision 

1. Back up your entire PrintSmith Vision system using the Backup Manager preferences as described in 

the “Backup Manager preferences” section of the PrintSmith Vision - Setup and User Guide. 

Note Store the backup on an external device or in the cloud to make sure your backed -up data stays 

safe during the upgrade 

2. You must deactivate your current PrintSmith Vision license. Log into your PrintSmith system. 

3. Select click on Expand left panel. (Note: this action can be done from the local system where PSV is 

installed) 

4. In the Manage PrintSmith Options window, click Deactivate All. 

 Once the deactivation process completes, click Finish. 

5. Uninstall PrintSmith Vision. 

6. Upgrade your operating system to 10.14.  

7. After the operating system is upgraded, install Java. (Java is required for PrintSmith Vision installation.)  

8.  After the operating system is upgraded, install PrintSmith Vision and activate your license. (For 

installation instructions, see the PrintSmith Vision - Installation and Upgrade Guide.)  

9.  Restore your database, custom documents/reports, and digital assets (content files) as described in the 

“Restoring the entire PrintSmith Vision system” section of the PrintSmith Vision - Setup and User Guide. 

 

Fixing PSV Installation and license maintenance support check on MAC OS Mojave 

While running the PrintSmith Vision installer on Mojave, the following error message will be displayed. Please 

perform the following to fix this issue. 
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To resolve the Java SE runtime error 

1. Download and Install the JRE 1.6 from the following location: (Unzip the downloaded zip file and install 

the JRE through dmg file) 

 https://efi365-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/parvez_shaikh_efi_com/Efpt3Yjlok5Bk-

ryKm0qiDEBez9-WokeIwQf159ofe5mlA?e=l8z7HS  

2. Once the installation is complete, download the Java security files from the following location:  

 https://efi365-

my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/parvez_shaikh_efi_com/EUQpn6Fz_hZHt54d58v1ZdoBxV5o33sBVp-

TYtTo8hDt-w?e=A2A3Yp  

3. Open Finder and select Go > Go To Folder from the menu and paste the following path. Click OK 

 /Library/Java/JavaVirtualMachines/1.6.0.jdk/Contents/Home/lib/security 

4. Once in this folder, copy and overwrite the files from the zip file downloaded in Step 2. Ensure that 

following files are overwritten  

 a. blacklist 

 b. cacerts 

 c. trusted.libraries 

5. Now perform the installation o f PrintSmith Vision. 

Note If the users have already installed legacy Java SE 6 runtime through the Apple website, then during 

installation customer may see this message during the license maintenance check. If so, then please 

follow the instructions from Step 2. 

   

https://efi365-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/parvez_shaikh_efi_com/Efpt3Yjlok5Bk-ryKm0qiDEBez9-WokeIwQf159ofe5mlA?e=l8z7HS
https://efi365-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/parvez_shaikh_efi_com/Efpt3Yjlok5Bk-ryKm0qiDEBez9-WokeIwQf159ofe5mlA?e=l8z7HS
https://efi365-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/parvez_shaikh_efi_com/EUQpn6Fz_hZHt54d58v1ZdoBxV5o33sBVp-TYtTo8hDt-w?e=A2A3Yp
https://efi365-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/parvez_shaikh_efi_com/EUQpn6Fz_hZHt54d58v1ZdoBxV5o33sBVp-TYtTo8hDt-w?e=A2A3Yp
https://efi365-my.sharepoint.com/:u:/g/personal/parvez_shaikh_efi_com/EUQpn6Fz_hZHt54d58v1ZdoBxV5o33sBVp-TYtTo8hDt-w?e=A2A3Yp
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Hardware Requirements 

Important Notes about the Server 

• If you are going to run PrintSmith Vision from other computers (clients), the server computer should 

have a static IP address. This IP address is part of the URL users enter to run PrintSmith Vision; if the 

IP address keeps changing (because it is not static), the URL will also keep changing.  

• In addition, you must configure the server computer not to go to sleep. If the server goes to sleep, users 

who are running PrintSmith Vision from other computers will get a “server down” message and will be 

unable to use PrintSmith while the server is in sleep mode. On a Windows computer, turn off sleep 

mode in the Power Options settings in the Control Panel; on a Macintosh, turn off sleep mode in the 

Energy Saver settings. 

Client Requirements 

PrintSmith Vision Client Requirements (one on which PrintSmith Vision is not installed) are:  

• Operating system: Windows 10 

• Macintosh OS X 10.13 (High Sierra) and 10.14 (Mojave) 

Browser Requirements-  

OS  Browser Browser Version Comments 

 

Windows 10 

Professional 

Windows Server 

2016 

Windows Server 

2019 

Google chrome 90.0.4430.212 
 

Certified 

 Mozilla  
 

88.0.1 (64-bit)  
 

Certified 

 Microsoft Edge 90.0.818.62 
 

  Certified 

 

Mac OS 10.13.6 

Mac OS 10.14.6 

 

Safari 
 

14.1 (14611.1.21.161.5) Certified 

Chrome  
90.0.4430.212 

 Certified 

iOS 13.3.1 

iPad 

Safari 14.1 (14611.1.21.161.5) Certified 

Chrome 90.0.4430.212 
 

Certified 
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Monitor and Resolution Requirements 

PrintSmith Vision is designed to be viewed and used on a large monitor with high resolution:  

• 19-inch monitor  

• Minimum resolution of 1280 x 1024  

Note Important If you are using a laptop, to see estimates and invoices in full, the height (second number) 

must be at least 1024 pixels. 

Network Requirements 

• 100 base T Ethernet 

Internet Requirements 

In addition to being required to run PrintSmith Vision, Internet connectivity is required as follows:  

• For initial licenses of software  

• For upgrades and upgrade licenses  

• For Payment Plan users during defined periods of plan  

• For interaction with EFI Support team 

Custom Document and Report Requirements 

PrintSmith Vision reports and other documents (such as estimates or invoices) are written in i -net Clear Reports. 

If you want to customize your estimates or invoices (for example, include your logo) or if you plan to create 

custom reports, you must install i -net Designer, which is part of Clear Reports. You will be given the option to 

install i-net Designer during the PrintSmith Vision server installation. 

Receipt Printer Requirements  

A receipt printer is optional in PrintSmith Vision, but if you want to use one, you must purchase the Star TSP 

700ll printer from EFI.   

For important information about configuring the receipt printer, see the PrintSmith Vision - Configuring Receipt 

Printers.  

Fiery Integrations    

If you are using PrintSmith Vision with a Fiery®, Fiery JDF version 1.5.0.36 is required.  

When PrintSmith Vision is EFI-hosted, Remote Print Center (RPC) is also required. 

Remote Print Center (RPC) – EFI-Hosted Installations  

When PrintSmith Vision is EFI-hosted, Remote Print Center (RPC) is required for Fiery integrations and strongly 

recommended for receipt printing. 

The computer on which you install RPC must meet these hardware and software requirements:  
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Operating system Any 64-bit version of Windows or Mac OS 

Processor Dual Core 

Memory 4 GB (more memory will improve performance) 

Hard Drive 50 – 100 GB free space 

 

In addition, the computer where you install RPC must:  

• For Fiery integration, have access to the Fiery device(s) you are using.  

• For receipt printing, be connected to the receipt printer.  

• Have access to the Internet, including access to PrintSmith Vision.  

• Run 24/7 and not go to sleep. It must be available fo r communication all the time. 

Mobile View Requirements  

As of PrintSmith Vision 3.0, mobile views of parts of the PrintSmith system are available from smartphones and 

tablets. Mobile views are based on HTML5 technology. This section describes devices, oper ating systems, and 

browsers that are fully compatible with HTML5 and can therefore support PrintSmith Vision mobile views.  

Mobile Devices  

The following mobile devices are supported:  

• iPad® 4th and 5th generation  

• iPhone® 5 and 6  

• Android™ tablets  

• Android smartphones   

Mobile Operating Systems  

• iOS 8.3  

• Android 4.1, 5.1  

Browser Requirements for Mobile Views  

The following browsers are supported: 

• Chrome 80.0 or higher 

• Safari 10 or higher 

 

Note  Mozilla Firefox is not supported. 


